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MATERIALS
You will need no other materials.
The pauses are pre-recorded for this 

test.

INSTRUCTIONS

Use black ink or black ball-point pen.

DO  NOT  TURN  OVER  UNTIL  TOLD  TO  
DO  SO

This is what you should do for each item.

After the question number is 
announced, there will be a pause to 
allow you to read the instructions and 
questions.

Listen carefully to the recording and 
read the questions again.

Listen to the recording again, and then 
answer the questions.

When the next question is about to 
start you will hear a bleep like this (*).
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You may write at any time during the 
test.

In SECTION A, answer the questions in 
ENGLISH.
In SECTION B, answer the questions in 
URDU.

You must answer all the questions in the 
spaces provided.  Do NOT write on blank 
pages.

Write neatly and put down ALL the 
information you are asked to give.

Ask any questions now.  YOU  MUST  
NOT  ASK  QUESTIONS  OR  INTERRUPT  
DURING  THE  TEST.

You now have fi ve minutes to read 
through the question paper.  You may 
make notes during this time. You may 
open your answer book now.

THE  TEST  STARTS  NOW.
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INFORMATION

The marks for questions are shown in 
brackets.

The maximum mark for this paper is 50.

You must NOT use a dictionary during 
this test.
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SECTION  A
Questions and answers in ENGLISH.

A  WEDDING

Faiza is talking about her recent experience 
attending her cousin’s wedding in 
Islamabad.

For each aspect of the wedding, write 
down something POSITIVE and something 
NEGATIVE which Faiza mentions.
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Complete the tables in ENGLISH.

0 1

MUSIC

Positive Negative

[2 marks]

[Turn over]
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0 2

DRESS

Positive Negative

[2 marks]
____
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INTERNET  SHOPPING

Some people are discussing Internet 
shopping.

Which aspect of Internet shopping do 
they each mention?

Choose the correct answer and write the 
letter in the box.

A Delivery
B Choice
C Special offers
D Safety
E Convenience
F Reviews
G Easy returns
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0 3     [1 mark]

0 4     [1 mark]

0 5     [1 mark]

0 6     [1 mark]

0 7     [1 mark]
____

5
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0 8

MOBILE  PHONES

Shahbaz and Khalida are talking about 
mobile phones.

Choose the correct answer and write the 
letter in the box.

Answer BOTH parts of the question.

0 8 . 1

What does Khalida fi nd exciting?

A Showing her new phone to her 
friends

B Receiving video calls from friends
C Taking pictures whilst on the move

  [1 mark]
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0 8 . 2

How does Khalida feel?

A Her old mobile phone was good.

B She can do anything with her new 
mobile phone.

C Her new mobile phone was 
expensive.

  [1 mark]
____
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NEWS

Whilst on holiday in Pakistan, you listen to 
the news on the radio.

Complete the sentences in ENGLISH.

0 9

The global temperature is increasing due to

___________________________________

[1 mark]

1 0

Pakistan is expected to

___________________________________

the cricket match.  [1 mark]
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1 1

Due to the roadworks, motorists should 

expect

___________________________________

[1 mark]
____

3
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1 2

FUTURE  PLANS
Ghazala is talking to her teacher about her 
future plans.
Choose the THREE sentences which are 
TRUE and write the correct letters in the 
boxes.

A Ghazala achieved a grade A in all of 
her A-levels.

B Ghazala is going to university to 
study Law.

C Ghazala is going to take a gap year 
before starting university.

D Ghazala can start working as a 
lawyer after fi ve years.

E Ghazala will work as a lawyer once 
she is fully qualifi ed.

F Ghazala would like to work abroad.

       [3 marks]
____
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1 3

MY  COLLEGE

Rahim is talking to his cousin in Pakistan 
about his college.

Answer the following questions in 
ENGLISH.

1 3 . 1

What is different about attendance at 
Rahim’s college?  [1 mark]

___________________________________

___________________________________

[Turn over]
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1 3 . 2

What were some students doing?  [1 mark]

___________________________________

___________________________________

1 3 . 3

What did Rahim do?  [1 mark]

___________________________________

___________________________________
____
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TOURING  PAKISTAN

Four tourists are expressing their opinions 
about their recent trip to Pakistan.

What is their opinion of the trip?

Write P for a POSITIVE opinion.
Write N for a NEGATIVE opinion.
Write P+N for a POSITIVE and a 
NEGATIVE opinion.

Write the correct letters in each box.

1 4     [1 mark]

1 5     [1 mark]

1 6     [1 mark]

1 7     [1 mark]
____

4
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1 8

SOCIAL  ISSUES

Sagheer is taking part in a debate on a 
Pakistani radio station about social issues.

Answer BOTH parts of the questions below 
in ENGLISH.

1 8 . 1

What is stopping Sagheer from going to 
school?  [1 mark]

___________________________________

___________________________________
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1 8 . 2

What are poor people unable to afford?
[1 mark]

___________________________________

___________________________________
____

2
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1 9

STREET  SCHOOLS

Rashida visited a small school which has 
opened recently to help poor children who 
work as child labourers in Karachi.

Answer ALL parts of the questions below in 
ENGLISH.

1 9 . 1

Which TWO positive aspects does 
Rashida mention about this school?  
[2 marks]

1 __________________________________

___________________________________

2 __________________________________

___________________________________
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1 9 . 2

How have the children responded to the 
school?  Give TWO details.  [2 marks]

1 __________________________________

___________________________________

2 __________________________________

___________________________________
____

4
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2 0

RAMADAN

Nazima is talking about Ramadan on a local 
radio station in Peshawar.

Which THREE statements does Nazima 
mention?

Write the correct letters in the boxes.
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A Children who are fasting do not eat 
or drink anything at all during the 
day time.

B Fasting is good practice for health 
and fi tness.

C When children see food and drinks 
around them, they ignore them.

D Children enjoy fasting along with 
their family.

E Fasting makes children aware of the 
sufferings that poor people have to 
go through.

F Most healthy people like to fast 
during Ramadan.

       [3 marks]
____

3
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MUSIC

Amaad and Rafi ah are discussing modern 
music trends amongst young people.

Answer the following questions in 
ENGLISH.

2 1

According to Amaad, when do young 
people listen to music nowadays?  
[1 mark]

___________________________________

___________________________________
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2 2

What does Amaad say about current 
music?  [1 mark]

___________________________________

___________________________________

2 3

Which latest trend of music is becoming 
more popular?  [1 mark]

___________________________________

___________________________________
____

3
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2 4

BREAKFAST

Natasha is talking about breakfast clubs in 
schools.

Choose the TWO sentences which are 
TRUE and write the correct letters in the 
boxes.

A Children are given a proper 
breakfast before school starts.

B Children’s performance is not 
affected at all if they don’t have 
breakfast.

C Without a proper breakfast, children 
fi nd it diffi cult to concentrate on 
their learning.

D Schools don’t charge for giving 
breakfast to the children.

    [2 marks]
____

2
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2 5

FOOD  BANKS

Hassan is talking about food banks.

Choose the TWO sentences which are 
TRUE and write the correct letters in the 
boxes.

A Food banks have been set up by 
charity organisations in many cities 
to help the poor.

B Thousands of people are unaware of 
food banks.

C People in need can get food items at 
a lower price.

D Thousands of people are benefi ting 
from food banks.

    [2 marks]
____

2
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SECTION  B

Questions and answers in URDU.

 

2 6

رى    A

  B

        وا   C

ورزش  D

    [2 marks]
____

2
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2 7

ڈا   روں  A

و B

ڈا C

 [1 mark]

[Turn over]
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2 8

A

B

C

 [1 mark]
____

2
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2 9

A

B

C

 [1 mark]
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3 0

A

B

C

 [1 mark]
____

2
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3 1

A

B

C

D

    [2 marks]

[Turn over]
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3 2

A

B

C

D

    [2 marks]
____

4

END  OF  QUESTIONS
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